Abstract-Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule that encodes unique genetic instructions used in the development and functioning of all known living organisms and many viruses. This Genetic information is encoded as a sequence of nucleotides (adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine) recorded using the letters A, C, G, and T.DNA querying or alignment of these sequences required dynamic programming tools and very complex matrices and some heuristic methods like FASTA and BLAST that use massive force of processing and highly time consuming. We present a parallel solution to reduce the processing time. Smith waterman algorithm, NeedlemanWunsch, some weighting matrices and a grid of computers are used to find field of similarity between these sequences in large DNA datasets. This grid consists of master computer and unlimited number of agents. The master computer is the user interface for insert the queried sequence and coordinates the processing between the grid agents.
INTRODUCTION
DNA sequences are a string of characters (A, C, G and T) representing the genetic information of a living organisms (humans, animals, birds, bacteria, planets, etc.) and many known viruses. Every living culture has its own unique nucleotide code. Based on this fact the government agency all over the world use the DNA sequence to identify persons (criminals, army and police solider, terrorism, etc.) and can also be used to determine a child's paternity (genetic father) or a person's ancestry. The way of differentiates these sequences is called sequence alignment. Sequence alignment is also used to identify the breed (homologies) of unknown protein or nucleotide sequences. This can be solved by using dynamic programming in time proportional to the product of the length of the two sequences being compared, as in [1] .
Sequence alignment is a tool used to compare the sequence to find a similarity between them based on complex algorithms and matrixes as in [2] . The Smith Waterman and Needleman Wunsch are used for local and global sequence alignment.
To solve the delay time of the comparison scientists all over the world proposed different models and techniques including hardware improving (sequencer machines)to reduce the length of the sequence using microarray as in [3] .
II.
DNA FINGERPRINT DNA fingerprinting is a test to identify and evaluate the genetic information in a person's cells. It is called a "fingerprint" because it is very unlikely that any two people would have exactly the same DNA information, in the same way that it is very unlikely that any two people would have exactly the same physical fingerprint.
The test is used to determine whether a family relationship exists between two people, to identify organisms causing a disease, and to solve crimes.
[4] With different DNA datasets contains millions of records, it may be impossible to find the target sequence (person) at the right time. So the need to get information fast from the large databases was raised rabidly. The parallel computing is a solution to reduce the time of querying and retrieving information from these databases by distributes the processing over numbers of devices, as in [2].
III. SMITH WATERMAN ALGORITHM
It performs a local alignment over two sequences. It is an example of dynamic programming. This algorithm is useful for dissimilar sequences that are suspected to contain regions of similarity or similar sequence motifs within their larger sequence context or sequences with the same length. Initialization, Scoring and Trace back (Alignment) are three steps to find the best alignment over the conserved domain of two sequences.
The complexity of this algorithm is O (N*M)
where N is the length of queried sequence and M is the length of target sequence. Smith waterman is a pair wise sequence alignment on other word it is 1 to 1 alignment. Example of local alignment 2 sequence N and M with match= 4, mismatch = -1 and gap = -2 is illustrated in the following example. The First step is the initialization of matrix N*M as illustrates in table 1. Trace back from the last point
The last step is the alignment of the two sequences as illustrates in figure 2.
The Final Global alignment of the given sequences using Needleman Wunsch algorithm V.
GRID COMPUTING
Grid computing is basically a paradigm that aims to enable access to high performance distributed resources in a simple and standard way. A grid is defined as a type of parallel and distributed autonomous resources dynamically at runtime depending on their availability, capability and performance as in [5] . The aim of grid computing is to enable coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multiinstitutional virtual organization as in [6] [7] [8] .Grid computing is known as a distributed system that connects many computer systems having different hardware and platforms (operating system). It allows applications to run in parallel on multiple machines, clusters, or systems (Virtual Organization). The system is suitable for solving the problems that require a large amount of computation as well as storage capacity. In our research, the Grid system is used for solving the delay time of the global & local alignment. Figure 3 illustrated the proposed grid components. a) The coordinator The coordinator sends the tasks to agents so agents are fully utilized as possible. The coordinator considers each physical core of each agent as a separate execution unit as in [8] . The user inters the queried sequence and XML file contains the dataset that will be searched through the coordinator application. Then the coordinator calculates the total number of sequences in the dataset counts the connected agents and divides the task equally for each agent. Each task consists of two sequences the first is the queried sequence and the second is a sequence from the dataset file. Example, dataset contains 1024 sequences and the grid consists of 8 agents so each agent receives 128 tasks. Figure 4 shows the components of the coordinator computer. 
b) Agent
The agent registers itself with the coordinator and waits to receive grid tasks from coordinator as in [8] . The agent receives the sequence alignment tasks from the coordinator and executes them using Smith waterman algorithm. An agent is configured to be dedicated which mean that agent resources are centrally managed by the coordinator. Then each agent sends results of alignment back to the coordinator which selects the most similar sequence to the queried sequence. Figure 5 shows the main function of the agent computer. RELATED WORK
In many published paper the researchers all over the world proposed a lot of models to make local alignment using parallel computing. The following section demonstrates some examples of those models.
 Propose parallel processing of optimal alignment between two sequences by exploiting parallel MPI/FORTRAN 90. The algorithm for optimal alignment is based on dynamic programming techniques. Two versions of algorithms have been developed: one versus one sequence alignment and one versus many sequence alignment. The second algorithm used -block‖ parallel dynamic programming algorithm and this technique will increase the amount of workloads done by each processor as in [9] .
 DNA sequence alignment model under this hierarchical grid architecture. They used dynamic programming algorithm with linear space parallelism and is separated into two parts: parallelization of the similarity matrix and parallelization of the divide-and-conquer algorithm. [10] .
 FASTA is a heuristic based technique in sequence similarity search. Parallelization of FASTA has been implemented in the Grid Application Development Software (GrADS) project as in [11] . The GrADS adapts the master-worker paradigm, scheduling and rescheduling the tasks on an appropriate set of resources, launching and monitoring the execution. The GrADSoft scheduler makes a static schedule for its application where the whole or a portion of sequence databases are replicated on some or all of the grid nodes. The master will inform each worker which portions of database should be loaded into memory. The master also sends the input query sequence to each worker and collects the results from the workers.
VI. THE IMPLEMENTED FRAMEWORK By using the previous grid topology and Smith Waterman, Needleman-Wunsch basic implementation the researcher proposes a DNA multiple sequences alignment framework. This framework is been based on pairwise comparison to query large databases by distribute one to one tasks to find the maximum complete or partial alignment over the grid computing. Those tasks are generated from user interface (coordinator). The coordinator counts the number of sequences of the database. Then calculates the number of connected agents and counts the number of available cores. Then the coordinator divides the tasks equally with load balance through the agent to execute the Smith waterman and Needleman-Wunsch algorithms. Then the agents start to execute the tasks one by one and send the results to the coordinator. If any failure is found in any agent, the coordinator reassigned the task for another available agent considering the load balance of each agent in the grid. At last the coordinator selects the sequence with maximum matching score. The second scenario is distributing the dataset as clustered sub datasets on each agent. Then the coordinator defines the cluster of the queried sequence with codon cluster technique. To increase the accuracy of the alignment to cover the analysis requirement, the researcher combined the original implementation of Smith waterman algorithm with some Vol. 5, No. 9, 2014 86 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org weighting matrixes. The first will be blosum 62, the second is PAM 250 and the third is Gonnet160.Those weighting matrices are used in many DNA analysis applications. So the researcher thought it will be very helpful feature in the proposed model.
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
The experiments were carried out in a computer laboratory contains 16 connected personal computer. One PC used as coordinator and the rest used as agents. The configuration of each PC is shown in table 5. The first iteration of the experiment was for test the performance of the grid through sending some tasks (sequences to be aligned) with different lengths. These tasks and the time to carry out them over number of nodes are illustrated in table 6 and figure 6. After the first iteration it was found that the processing power of each agent using multi core processing is fully utilized when using sequence length larger than 2000 nucleotides. It was found that the sequence of length 4000 nucleotides takes more than double time of the sequence 2000 nucleotides length, so the second iteration is querying sequences with length 4000 nucleotides against datasets contain different number of sequences. The results of this iteration are demonstrated in table number 7 and figure number 7. From previous experiments it is found that the time of processing decreased when the number of nodes (cores) increased. These tests make the complexity of Smith waterman and Needleman Wunsch algorithms for finding target sequence in multi sequence as O(N*M)S/C where S is number of sequences and C is number of cores connected to the grid.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The implementation of Smith waterman and Needleman Wunsch algorithms over a grid of computers decreases the time of processing. Grid computing makes querying large DNA datasets fast enough and with affordable cost. The use of grid and smith waterman algorithm to find a match between a sample and multi sequences is a negative relation as more cores in the grid the less computational time and vice versa. The complexity of the proposed model for Multi sequence alignment is O(N*M)S/C where N and M is the pairwise sequences, S is the number of sequences in the dataset file and C is number of cores in the grid agents. Seq. 4000 X 256
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